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Tutorial 6 : 3D Spatialization in Auxiliary Mode inside ... - AcousModules

in the same way, select the MIDI Yoke wire as the MIDI output (Device / MIDI option) : Now in Sonar, activate the MIDI Yoke wire as MIDI Input (Option / MIDI ... 
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Tutorial 6 : 3D Spatialization in Auxiliary Mode inside SONAR 4



SONAR 4 has a rather good surround module, but as for the other multitrack software, it also has some limits... : - 8 channels only - 2D space only - polar coordinates conception A workaround consists of using the auxiliary busses, or sends, to send the content of a mono audio file to any number of outputs, with the ease of a surround-like controller. needs : Sonar 4, HexadecaStick 3D standalone, MIDI Router (MIDI Yoke) For this tutorial we will spatialize a mono track inside a eight channel cube. This tutorial can be easily adapted for other hosts that can control their auxiliary busses with MIDI messages like Logic Audio.



A. MIDI Configuration Since SONAR does not have the ability to use the MIDI output of VST plugins, you will need to run the HexadecaStick controller as a different application and link the two by an internal MIDI wire.



Install the MIDI Yoke driver (or another one, please refer at the application documentation). It will give you 10 internal MIDI wires that you could connect between different applications.



Run the HexadecaStick 3D standalone. It must look someting like this :



Disable the audio driver by selecting "No Wave" in the Device / Wave option in the HexadecaStick toolbar :



in the same way, select the MIDI Yoke wire as the MIDI output (Device / MIDI option) :



Now in Sonar, activate the MIDI Yoke wire as MIDI Input (Option / MIDI Devices) :



B. Configuration of the busses in Sonar Create or open an audio track (or an instrument output track) and add a stereo bus send :



Repeat the operation seven more times. You will now have eight rows representing the eight send busses :



As these busses are stereo, and as we need mono sends, pan each of them alternatively at full left and full right. You must also turn the track to Mono.



Assign the outputs of the eight busses to the physical outputs of your audio interface :



The Bus 1 will send the sound to the left channel of the first output pair (1), the second to the right channel of the same output pair (2), etc. You must also deactivate the direct output of the track, in order to have the sound sended only to the auxiliary busses :



C. Automation of the sends Choose the Option - Generic Control Surface and the MIDI IN port from which it is connected :



Select the same MIDI controllers as outputs from the HexadecaStick and as distant control for each bus send in Sonar, for example, MIDI controllers 1 to 8. The eight MIDI controllers are numbered in HexadecaStick :



The contextual menu in Sonar, for choosing the Distance Control :



The panel for selecting the MIDI message :



Activate the automation function for the selected track :



The Level Parameters will be surrounded by a red line :



Now move the blue rings inside the DodecaStick : the values of the sends should change and reflect the movements.



Recording of the automation movements. In the Transport Bar, click on the Automation Record button



and start playing with the HexadecaStick ! Eight colored envelopes are now visible on the track, which gives something like this :



Not easy to edit (!!!) but easy to re-record if the result is not good... Please refer to the Quick Help of the HexadecaStick 3D for its specific use.



The same technique can be applied to the send busses in ABLETON LIVE.



(Thanks a lot to Franck Newmann for its comments and corrections)
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Tutorial 4 : Basic Multichannel Configuration inside ... - AcousModules 

Sep 11, 2006 - (Before running Tracktion, you are supposed to have put the ... Repeat the same operation for the third track and the outputs 5-6. ... You can easily record the movements of the sound by pressing the Automation Record button while play
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Tutorial 2 : Basic multichannel configuration and ... - AcousModules 

Now add a "Device Mapping" for that sound card, which will make the link between your project and the card, you can name it "Bus 8 channels" (since this ...
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Untitled - 6 - AcousModules 

Record. /Pause. W record.wav. Multe Rec 16 first press (green) : records the seleted channels second press (red) : pauses the record since the file is not closed ...
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Kernel Mode Driver Tutorial for MASM32 Programmers Part 6 

the word "some" because drivers can do a lot of things. Since it is impossible to go further without the knowledge of memory management, let's start with it.
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Le tutorial de l'API Java 3D - Armel 

This documentation was prepared for Sun Microsystems by K Computing (530 ...... Quand le cube se dÃ©place Ã  une distance suffisante, la surface planifiÃ©e du ...
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Basic multichannel configuration and usage in ... - AcousModules 

We will now insert a SpatSurround 12 plugin and a Sequencer object. For inserting there is two methods : - drag the .dll file from any Windows folder and drop it ...
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plaxis 3d tutorial manual - CT GTTP 

functions or properties. ..... Figure 3.1 Geometry of a square footing on a sand layer, only one-quarter of the .... Table 3.1 Material properties of the sand layer.
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1 - AcousModules 

per centage level of the speaker, ... Area : sets the intensity of the sound on each speaker, ... test signal, for easy setting of the area and curve parameters.
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ACOUSMACHINES : Echonomitron - AcousModules 

bottom / top = front / distant spatial image parameters : - Width = stereo widness simulation. - Size = room reverb time. - Damp = high frequencies absorption.
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264X - AcousModules 

Controller values may be different from what the GUI displays: move these ... of sounds within a loudspeakers space, but its settings and control modes are quite different, both more .... value and this setting before finding the best combination.
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864X - AcousModules 

Controller values may be different from what the GUI displays: move these .... the 32-bit Acousmodules, to respond directly to Control Change messages.
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the tutorial of Hot Potatoes version 6 

There are five basic programs in the Hot Potatoes suite: ...... as PDF or Word documents) to the hotpotnet server. ..... written in Java using Borland JBuilder.
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Tutorial 6: Particles using Point Sprites - Raphaello 

Indices = new GLushort[o.iC]; fread(o.Indices,sizeof(unsigned int) * o.iC,1,meshFile); o.Geometry = new float[o.vC * 3]; m_mesh.Geometry = new GLfixed[o.
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inside 

Feb 21, 2011 - Penile Shortening After RP, Erectile Dysfunction After RT, Social Support Networks ... is post-menopausal and she has some discomfort with.
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Auxiliary Solvents and Buffer Effects in Octanol-Buffer ... .fr 

Mar 28, 2000 - auxiliary solvents into an octanol-buffer partitioning system, and the effects of buffer ... poses unique challenges to implementation of an automated ... where a = -0.347 Â± 0.023, b = 0.877 Â± 0.020, N is the number of .... ANALIZA i
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Untitled - 7 - AcousModules 

Quantity and Speed of the chaotic movement. (both X and Y). Y Shape center position. Synchro. Follow graphical representation of he automation Curves.
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Untitled - 8 - AcousModules 

LFE cut off filter frequency (between 20 and 150 Hz) shows the speakers level values for left or the right input view / hide the speaker levels. Acousinodules -.
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Vector Math Tutorial for 3D Computer Graphics - The-Eye.eu! 

This is a tutorial on vector algebra and matrix algebra from the viewpoint of computer graphics. ..... programming language, you might declare a type for each of the matrix types. ..... Your browser must be Java enabled to see this. Even if a row ...
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ACOUSMACHINES : Polyfragmenteur - AcousModules 

click on the button at the top to reset its position min and max values for each target parameter fragments envelope : except for very slows trigger rates the Attack.
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AnimaSpat 5 Plus.doc - AcousModules 

center position of the X/Y movements. MIDI Controllers : ... depending on the X, Y, Mir values below. Speed ... Speed and Amplitude of the X axis movement.
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Untitled - 18 - AcousModules 

At max value, the sound is at full volume on every speaker (no movement). At min value, the intensity will fall to zero when at mid distance, show / hide the.
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Untitled - 10 - AcousModules 

you must select a different ID number for each of them. selects the zone to be edited/ note : all the zones can be activated at the same time. Acousmodues -.
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Untitled - 19 - AcousModules 

duration factor (coarse setting) duration of each grain (Y) and random variation of the duration (X). AcusModule: Dist. Size Facto 9 10. Size fy" Size Var. (. 01. 021.
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Untitled - 2 - AcousModules 

the same time, you must select a different ID number for each of them. selects the audio input mode : Mono (Lett input) or Stereo. X and Y offset position of the ...
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